TRAFFIC SENTINEL SCHEME RECEIVING GOOD RESPONSE

Panaji, February 2, 2018
Magha 13, 1939

The traffic Sentinel Scheme has been receiving good response from citizens. Several violations are being reported on day-to-day basis from various parts of the State. Notices u/s 133 of M.V. Act 1988 are being sent to the owner of the defaulting vehicles directing them to compound the case at Traffic Headquarters, Altinho Panaji.

Considering the hardship caused to the traffic violators from South Goa to compound the violation an Extension Counter has been commenced in DYSP Traffic (South) office at Margao. The owners / defaulters from South Goa District may compound the violation at Notice Branch (South), O/o DYSP Traffic (South), South Goa Police District Headquarters, Margao.